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ABSTRACT Currently there are a lot of algorithms for video summarization; however most of them only represent visual information. In this paper, we propose two approaches for the construction of the summary using both video and text. One approach focuses on static summaries, where the summary is a set of selected keyframes and keywords, to be displayed in a fixed area. The second approach addresses dynamic summaries where video segments are selected based on both their visual and textual content to compose a new video sequence of predefined duration. Our approaches rely on an existing summarization algorithm, Video Maximal Marginal Relevance (Video-MMR), and its extension Text Video Maximal Marginal Relevance (TV-MMR) proposed by us. We describe the details of those approaches and present experimental results.



Categories and Subject Descriptors I.2.10 [Artificial Intelligence]: Vision and Scene Understanding – video analysis.



General Terms Algorithms, Design.



1. INTRODUCTION Video summarization has attracted a lot of attention from researchers these years, because of the unimaginable explosion of multimedia information. For example, the benchmark activity, the TREC Video Retrieval Evaluation (TRECVid), is important in the area of multimedia now. Many algorithms have been proposed to summarize single and multiple videos [2]. Some algorithms only depend on visual information [2], while others use visual and audio information [3], visual and text information, or all three kinds of information [4] [6]. The information used in the summarization algorithms may be diverse, but the summary itself is often built simply from the video frames [7]. A video summary can take two forms [5]: a static storyboard summary, which is a set of selected keyframes, or a dynamic video skim, composed by concatenating short video segments. According to their intrinsic properties, static summaries can contain video frames, possibly some keywords, but cannot include the audio track; while in dynamic summaries, all three kinds of information can be present. *Area Chair: Hari Sundaram
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In this paper we consider the construction of the static summary composed of keyframes and keywords. We assume that the display space has a fixed size, which has to be optimized between keyframes and keywords. A keyframe occupies more space than a keyword, but also generally contains more information. We search for an algorithm to optimally decide the percentage of keyframes and keywords that provide the maximum information inside the available display space. This allows building a static summary which contains the maximum information presented to the user. For dynamic summary, we consider the synchronized summary, where the audio-visual segments are extracted from the original sequence and concatenated. We explore the issue of the optimal segment duration, since a short duration is generally sufficient to represent the visual content of a video segment, while a longer audio segment provides more information.



2. Linguistic information measure In our approach, the information content of the audio track is evaluated based on the text transcription of the audio channel by an Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system from LIA (Laboratoire d’Informatique d’Avignon, France). The LIA ASR system is using context-dependent Hidden Markov Models for acoustic modeling and n-gram Language Models (LM). Training corpora comes from broadcast news records and large textual materials: acoustic models are estimated on 180 hours of French broadcast news. Language Models are trained on a collection of about 109M words, from French newspapers and large newswire collections. The ASR system is run on the audio track of the video sequences. The result is a sequence of words, with the beginning and ending times of their utterance. These timecodes allow synchronizing the audio and the video information in the summarization algorithm. They also allow providing candidate boundaries for audio-visual segments to be selected. By analogy with text information retrieval techniques, the audio information content is measured according to the words that appear in the selected segment. We construct a word document vector for the whole transcription of a video (or the transcriptions of a set of videos), as in the Vector Space model. We construct a similar vector for the text transcription of a segment extracted from an audio-visual sequence. The audio information content of the segment is defined as the cosine between these two vectors: ∙ (1) , , ‖ ‖‖ ‖ The results are provided as lists of sliding windows of words, (with ranging from 1 to 10), together with windows covering complete sentences. For each window, the beginning and end times are provided, together with the similarity score. An example of such list for 3-grams is shown in Table 1.
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rate of 1 frame per second, so that a 5 second utterance will be represented by a set of 5 keyframes. The similarity between keyframes that is used in Video-MMR is extended to a similarity between sets of keyframes by computing the average of keyframes similarities.
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The procedure of TV-MMR summarization is explained as the following sequence of steps:
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3. TV-MMR 3.1 Video-MMR By analogy with text summarization, we have proposed to adapt the Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) [1] principle to design a new algorithm, Video-MMR [2], for multi-video summarization. When iteratively selecting keyframes to construct a summary, Video-MMR selects a keyframe whose visual content is similar to the content of the videos, but at the same time different from the frames already selected in the summary. By analogy with the MMR algorithm, we define the Video Marginal Relevance (Video-MR) of a keyframe at any given point of the construction of a summary S by: 
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where V is the set of all frames in all videos, S is the current set of selected frames, is a frame in S and is a candidate frame for selection. λ allows adjusting the relative importance of relevance and novelty. is just the similarity , between frames and . And ∑ ∈ \ ∪ , \ , (3) | | \ ∪



A summary can be constructed by iteratively adding the frames with Video-MMR into the summary: , \ ∪ ∈ \
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3.2 TV-MMR The Video-MMR algorithm only uses visual information. In order to exploit the textual information obtained by the Speech Recognition, we propose an extension which we call Text Video Maximal Marginal Relevance (TV-MMR). TV-MMR selects video segments corresponding to n-grams by using both the textual and the visual content. By mimicking the formula of Video-MMR, the formula of TV-MMR is proposed as: ∪ 1
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The initial video summary S is initialized with one segment, defined as:
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where and are audio-visual segments corresponding to ngrams. The definitions of and are the same as in Eq. 2. and are the textual similarities from ASR results, and they play a similar role for the text as and for the video. The parameter allows adjusting the relative importance between visual information and textual information. While in Video-MMR, the basic information unit was a single keyframe, in TV-MMR it is an n-gram segment. The visual content of an n-gram segment is composed of all the keyframes which appear between the beginning and ending times of the utterance. For faster computation, we subsample the video at the
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where and are n-gram segments from the video set and is the total number of segments except . computes the similarity of visual information between is the similarity of text information and ; while between and . Select the segment by TV-MMR formula, Eq. 5. ∪ . Set Iterate to step 2) until has reached the predefined size.



4. STATIC AND DYNAMIC SUMMARIES 4.1 Static Summaries A static video summary is basically composed of selected keyframes. However, it can be useful to use also some of the display space to show some keywords which are related to the content of the video sequence. In our work, we use the speech transcription of the audio track, as described in Section 2. The summary is often presented inside a display space with predefined size, for example a web page. Therefore, the summarization algorithm has to select a predefined number of keyframes to fit inside this space, while maximizing the amount of information which is presented to the user. When keywords are also possible, the summarization algorithm should decide, not only on which keywords to display, but also about the relative number of keywords and keyframes to fit in the predefined space. The diversity of the visual and the textual content is different from video to video, so that a fixed choice for the number of keywords and keyframes cannot be optimal. In our work, we have considered that keyframes are of fixed size (another option would be to allow some keyframes to shrink, but we leave it for future exploration), and that the space occupied by a keyframe is equal to the space occupied by 60 characters. Selecting more keyframes reduced the number of words which can be displayed, and vice-versa. For a fixed display space, only combinations of keyframes and keywords which fit inside this space are considered. The task of the summarization algorithm is to find the combination that provides the most information. Our video summarization algorithm, Video-MMR, is incremental, and produces a sequence of video summaries where one keyframe is added at each step. This provides a sequence of keyframes with decreasing visual importance, out of which we can easily consider the first k, for any value of k. During the Video-MMR, the of a keyframe as defined in Eq. 2, marginal relevance decreases as the iterations proceed. We fix a threshold and stop the Video-MMR iterations when the marginal relevance falls below the threshold. For a given video, this provides a number M of keyframes. We normalize the visual relevance of the keyframe: /∑
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From the speech transcription, we can associate each video keyframe with an n-gram, based on the timecodes. This allows of the text segment associated to defining the text similarity



Our dynamic summaries are the concatenation of audio-visual segments extracted from the original videos. The candidate segments out of which we select are the segments corresponding to the utterances of n-grams. In this paper, we only discuss the dynamic summaries from the viewpoint of maximizing the information in summaries, though the story flow and rhythm are also important for the dynamic summary. A specific difficulty comes from the fact that the rate of information flow is different between the audio and the visual media. For the visual part, videos are a succession of shots. Those shots are often rather long (on the order of 10 seconds or more), with slow motion (with the exception of music clips). In this case, a visual presentation of 1 or 2 seconds of the shot is sufficient to convey most of the visual content of the shot. Any longer presentation is a wasteful usage of the visual information channel for the summary. On the contrary, for the textual part, redundancy is extremely rare, so that longer extracts provide greater information content. Therefore, the choice of the optimal duration of n-grams is lead by two opposite constraints:  Smaller values of n favor more visual content to be presented (for a given summary duration),  Higher values of n allow more coherent text information to be included. Based on this analysis, we explore the use of TV-MMR to find the best compromise between those constraints. For each value of n, we can build a summary from the n-gram segments. We can then compare the quality of these different summaries and select the best one according to a combination of its visual and textual content. We propose the following equation for this optimization: ′ ′ (10) where is the summary built by TV-MMR from the n-gram segments, is the quality of its audio-visual content, defined as the sum of , the similarity of video segments in the summary with the original video and , the similarity between text words in the summary and all the text. Before applying TV-MMR, we define the expected duration of the summary. We then perform experiments to compare the values of text similarities and visual similarities from different values of n, in order to find the best compromise.



In the experiments the video sets are collected from Internet news aggregator website “wikio.fr”. Totally we have 21 video sets, each of which contains between 3 and 15 videos, whose durations vary from a few seconds to more than 10 minutes. The genres of the videos are various including news, advertisement and movie, to ensure the diversity of the experimental videos. In the experiment, the similarity of two video frames, is defined as cosine similarity of visual word histograms: ,
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where and are histogram vectors of frame and . And for the similarity of text of two segments in TV-MMR, it uses the same definition with Eq. 11 but the text histogram of an utterance is defined as: , ,…, (12) is the number of st word in the utterance, and the where number of the words is .



5.1 TV-MMR To remain consistent with Video-MMR, we still use Summary Reference Comparison (SRC) in [2] to select the best parameters and . First we vary from 0.1 to 0.9, each step being 0.1. Then we get a figure for 2-gram as the basic unit in Figure 1: 0.8



text-visual distance with original videos and text



4.2 Dynamic Summaries



5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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Figure 1. SRC of parameter It is obvious that 0.9 is the best in Figure 1. For the other ngrams, the figures are similar with 0.9 owning the best curves, but they are not shown because of the limited pages. Therefore in Eq. 5 we prefer 0.9. And we vary like and consider s for different n-grams, finally we choose 0.1. Because we have known λ 0.7 in Video-MMR [2], in Eq. 5 λ 0.7 , μ 0.9 and β 0.1 . After the best parameters are decided, we can compare the text-visual distances with original videos of TV-MMR and Video-MMR in Figure 2. In Figure 2, we only show the examples of 2-gram and 8-gram, but the other ngrams have similar curves. It is obvious that our TV-MMR outperforms the existing algorithm Video-MMR. text-visual distance with original videos and text



the keyframe as the cosine measure introduced in Section 2. Again, we normalize these values over the selected set: /∑ ∈ (8) We take the size of a keyframe as the basic unit, and assume that the available display size is P times the size of a single keyframe. As mentioned previously, size of a character is taken as 1/60 of the keyframe size. With these figures, the optimal summary will and the set of keywords be composed of the set of keyframes which maximize:  The optimal summary to be presented in a display space best combination of frames and text is the one that maximizes the total visual and textual information that is presented, as is described in the following formula: (9) , With the constraint , and the definitions: ∑∈ ,  ∑∈  , | |,   number of characters of words in /60.
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Figure 2. TV-MMR and Video-MMR



5.2 Static Summaries For our experiments, we consider several display size:  P=12, as a reasonable value when the display space is a full screen on a computer,



P=6, a common valuue when using thhe display of a smart phonee,  P=3 and P=4, as ooften found whhen a single liine of keyfraames is consideered, inside a larrger page. W We perform expperiments over 21 different viddeo sets, represeenting m more than 200 videos. For eacch set, we conssider different vvalues oof | |, select the correspondding keyframes and keywordss, and pplot the value of the total vissual and textuaal information iin the ssummary, as deefined in Eq. 99. Figure 3 is thhe curve for thee case w where the display size is P=122, the text segmeents are 2-gram ms, and | | varies from m 0 to 12. Thhe maximum vvalue is obtaineed for | | 5. Tablee 2 shows the ovverall results off the optimal vaalue of | | for variouss values of P and a various lenggths of n-gramss. We ccan see that thee optimal numbber of keyframes has little variaations w when different lengths of n-graams are consideered. However, when ffull sentences are considered for the text seegments, selectting a ccomplete sentennces force to select both imporrtant and unimportant kkeywords, whicch is suboptimaal, and only keeyframes are sellected iin the final sum mmary. similarity value
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Figure 5. Dynam F mic summariess: the points frrom top to dow wn are the valuess of 1~10-gram m and sentencess in each curve



6. CONCLU USION
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in a dynamic sum mmary with a duuration more thhan and around 60 secconds. A short bbasic unit, like 1-gram, seems to be better whhen thee summary sizee is shorter thaan 50 seconds. According to our expperimental dataa, the average ddurations are 22.1 seconds forr 7graam and 0.3 secoonds for 1-gram m. Therefore in ddynamic summ mary of 60 seconds, eveery basic segmeent should last for fo 2.1 seconds. video score(similarity)
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Figure 3. Infoormation valuee of different |
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IIn Figure 4 we show an exampple of the staticc summary for 6 aand 1-gram (Foor better visualizzation, the totall space is not exxactly 6 times the spacce of an image).



Forr static summ maries we havve presented a summarizattion alggorithm which sselects keyframees and keywordds to maximize the vissual and textuall information presented p in a ppredefined dispplay spaace. Our algorithm automaticaally chooses thhe optimal num mber of keyframes. Thee visual and texttual informationn of the candidaates aree evaluated, norrmalized, and thhe best selectionn is selected based on Video-MMR. Forr dynamic sum mmaries based oon the concatennation of seleccted shoort video segmeents, we have proposed a novvel summarizattion alggorithm for textt and video, TV V-MMR, by whhich we decide the besst segment duraation by maxim mizing the summ mary informatiion. Wiith our models we w can optimallly construct dynnamic summaryy of auddio and video.
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